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Preface
The two Portuguese chronicles, a translation of which into English is now for the first time offered to the
public, are contained in a vellum−bound folio volume in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, amongst the
manuscripts of which institution it bears the designation "PORT. NO. 65." The volume in question consists of
copies of four original documents; the first two, written by Fernao Nuniz and Domingo Paes, being those
translated below, the last two (at the end of the MS.) letters written from China about the year 1520 A.D.
These will probably be published in translation by Mr. Donald Ferguson in the pages of the INDIAN
ANTIQUARY.
The first pair of original papers was sent with a covering letter by some one at Goa to some one in Europe.
The names are not given, but there is every reason for believing that the recipient was the historian Barros in
Lisbon.
Both these papers are in the same handwriting, which fact −− since they were written by separate Portuguese
merchants or travellers at Vijayanagar in different years, one, I believe, shortly subsequent to 1520 A.D., the
latter not later than about 1536 or 1537 −− conclusively proves them to be copies of the originals, and not the
originals themselves.[2] I have inserted a facsimile of two pages of the text, so that no doubt may remain on
this point. The first portion consists of the conclusion of the text of Fernao Nuniz; the second of the covering
letter written by the person who sent the originals to Europe; the third of the beginning of the text of
Domingo Paes.
Paes being the earlier in date (about 1520) I have given his account of personal experiences first, and
afterwards the historical summary composed by Nuniz about the year 1536 or 1537.
I have stated that the person to whom the documents were sent from Goa was probably the celebrated
historian Barros. He is alluded to in the covering letter in the words: "It seemed necessary to do what your
Honour desired of me," "I send both the summaries ... because your Honour can gather what is useful to you
from both;" and at the end of the long note on "Togao Mamede," king of Delhi, quoted in my introduction, "I
kiss your Honour's hand."
Preface
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Since the first DECADA of Barros was published in 1552,[3] this argument is not unreasonable; while a
comparison between the accounts given by Nuniz and Barros of the siege and battle of Raichur sufficiently
proves that one was taken from the other. But we have fortunately more direct evidence, for the discovery of
which we have to thank Mr. Ferguson. I have mentioned above that at the end of the MS. volume are copies
of two letters concerning China. These were written subsequent to the year 1520 by Vasco Calvo and
Christovao Vieyra. Mr. Ferguson has pointed out to me that, in the third DECADA (liv. IV, caps. 4, 5), after
quoting some passages almost verbatim from this chronicle of Nuniz regarding Vijayanagar, Barros writes:
"According to two letters which our people had two or three years afterwards from these two men, Vasco
Calvo, brother of Diogo Calvo, and Christovao Vieyra, who were prisoners in Canton, etc...." He also
mentions these letters in two subsequent passages, and quotes from them. This renders it certain that Barros
saw those letters; and since they are copied into the same volume which contains the chronicles of Nuniz and
Paes, we may be sure that Barros had the whole before him. It is of little importance to settle the question
whether the chronicles of Nuniz and Paes were sent direct to Barros −− whether, that is, Barros himself is the
addressee of the covering letter −− or to some other official (the "our people" of the passage from Barros last
quoted); but that Barros saw them seems certain, and it is therefore most probable that the Paris MS. was a
volume of copies prepared for him from the originals.
***
These documents possess peculiar and unique value; that of Paes because it gives us a vivid and graphic
account of his personal experiences at the great Hindu capital at the period of its highest grandeur and
magnificence −− "things which I saw and came to know" he tells us −− and that of Nuniz because it contains
the traditional history of the country gathered first−hand on the spot, and a narrative of local and current
events of the highest importance, known to him either because he himself was present or because he received
the information from those who were so. The summaries of the well−known historians already alluded to,
though founded, as I believe, partly on these very chronicles, have taken all the life out of them by
eliminating the personal factor, the presence of which in the originals gives them their greatest charm. Senhor
Lopes, who has published these documents in the original Portuguese in a recent work,[4] writes in his
introduction: "Nothing that we know of in any language can compare with them, whether for their historical
importance or for the description given of the country, and especially of the capital, its products, customs, and
the like. The Italian travellers who visited and wrote about this country −− Nicolo di Conti, Varthema, and
Federici −− are much less minute in the matter of the geography and customs of the land, and not one of them
has left us a chronicle." They are indeed invaluable, and throw an extraordinary light on the condition of
Vijayanagar as well as on several doubtful points of history.
Thus, for instance, we have in Nuniz for the first time a definite account of the events that led to the fall of
the First Dynasty and the establishment of the second by the usurpation of Narasimha. Previous to the
publication of these chronicles by Senhor Lopes we had nothing to guide us in this matter, save a few vague
and unsatisfactory lines in the chronicle of the historian Firishtah.[5] Now all is made clear, and though as yet
the truth cannot be definitely determined, at least we have an explicit and exceedingly interesting story. Paes
too, as well as Nuniz, conclusively proves to us that Krishna Deva Raya was really the greatest of all the
kings of Vijayanagar, and not the mere puppet that Firishtah appears to consider him (Firishtah does not
mention him by name); for Paes saw him on several occasions and speaks of him in warm and glowing terms,
while Nuniz, whose narrative was evidently firsthand, never so much as hints that his armies were led to
victory by any other general but the king himself. Nuniz also gives us a graphic description from personal
knowledge of the character of Krishna's degenerate successor Achyuta, whose feebleness, selfishness,
cowardice, and cruelty paved the way for the final destruction of the great empire.
By the side of these two chronicles the writings of the great European historians seem cold and lifeless.
***
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I have mentioned the publication of Senhor Lopes. It is to that distinguished Arabic scholar that we owe the
knowledge of the existence of these precious documents. He it was who brought them to light in the first
instance, and to him personally I owe the fact of my being able to translate and publish them. His
introduction to the DOS REIS DE BISNAGA is full of valuable matter. India owes him a debt of gratitude
for his services; and for myself I desire to record here my sincere thanks for the disinterested and generous
help he has so constantly accorded to me during the last two years.
My thanks are also due to Mr. Donald Ferguson for his careful revision of the whole of my translations.
I desire further to express my appreciation of a particular kindness done to me by Colonel R. C. Temple,
C.I.E., and lastly to acknowledge gratefully the liberality of H.E. the Governor of Madras and the Members
of his Council, who by subsidising this work have rendered its publication possible.
I trust that my remarks regarding the causes of the downfall of Portuguese trade in the sixteenth century will
not be misunderstood. It is not in any spirit of criticism or comparison that I have written those passages.
History, however, is history; and it is a fact that while the main cause of the small success which attended the
efforts of the Portuguese to establish a great and lasting commerce with India was no doubt the loss of trade
after the destruction of Vijayanagar, there must be added to this by the impartial recorder the dislike of the
inhabitants to the violence and despotism of the Viceroys and to the uncompromising intolerance of the Jesuit
Fathers, as well as the horror engendered in their minds by the severities of the terrible Inquisition at Goa.
***
A word as to my spelling of names. I have adopted a medium course in many cases between the crudities of
former generations and the scientific requirements of the age in which we live; the result of which will
probably be my condemnation by both parties. But to the highly educated I would point out that this work is
intended for general reading, and that I have therefore thought it best to avoid the use of a special font of type
containing the proper diacritical points; while to the rest I venture to present the plea that the time has passed
when Vijayanagar needs to be spelt "Beejanuggur," or Kondavidu "Condbeer."
Thus I have been bold enough to drop the final and essential "a" of the name of the great city, and spell the
word "Vijayanagar," as it is usually pronounced by the English. The name is composed of two words,
VIJAYA, "victory," and NAGARA, "city," all the "a's" to be pronounced short, like the "u" in "sun," or the
"a" in "organ."
"Narasimha" ought, no doubt, to be spelt "Nrisimha," but that in such case the "ri" ought to have a dot under
the "r" as the syllable is really a vowel, and I have preferred the common spelling of modern days. (Here
again all three "a's" are short.)
As with the final "a" in "Vijayanagara," so with the final "u" in such names as "Kondavidu" −− it has been
dropped in order to avoid an appearance of pedantry; and I have preferred the more common "Rajahmundry"
to the more correct "Rajamahendri," "Trichinopoly" to "Tiruchhinapalle," and so on.
This system may not be very scientific, but I trust it will prove not unacceptable.
***
The name of the capital is spelt in many different ways by the chroniclers and travellers. The usual
Portuguese spelling was "Bisnaga;" but we have also the forms "Bicheneger" (NIKITIN), "Bidjanagar"
(ABDUR RAZZAK), "Bizenegalia" (CONTI), "Bisnagar," "Beejanuggur,"
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A Forgotten Empire
CHAPTER 1. Introduction
Introductory remarks −− Sources of information −− Sketch of history of Southern India down to A.D. 1336
−− A Hindu bulwark against Muhammadan conquest −− The opening date, as given by Nuniz, wrong −−
"Togao Mamede" or Muhammad Taghlaq of Delhi −− His career and character.
In the year 1336 A.D., during the reign of Edward III. of England, there occurred in India an event which
almost instantaneously changed the political condition of the entire south. With that date the volume of
ancient history in that tract closes and the modern begins. It is the epoch of transition from the Old to the
New.
This event was the foundation of the city and kingdom of Vijayanagar. Prior to A.D. 1336 all Southern India
had lain under the domination of the ancient Hindu kingdoms, −− kingdoms so old that their origin has never
been traced, but which are mentioned in Buddhist edicts rock−cut sixteen centuries earlier; the Pandiyans at
Madura, the Cholas at Tanjore, and others. When Vijayanagar sprang into existence the past was done with
for ever, and the monarchs of the new state became lords or overlords of the territories lying between the
Dakhan and Ceylon.
There was no miracle in this. It was the natural result of the persistent efforts made by the Muhammadans to
conquer all India. When these dreaded invaders reached the Krishna River the Hindus to their south, stricken
with terror, combined, and gathered in haste to the new standard which alone seemed to offer some hope of
protection. The decayed old states crumbled away into nothingness, and the fighting kings of Vijayanagar
became the saviours of the south for two and a half centuries.
And yet in the present day the very existence of this kingdom is hardly remembered in India; while its once
magnificent capital, planted on the extreme northern border of its dominions and bearing the proud title of the
"City of Victory," has entirely disappeared save for a few scattered ruins of buildings that were once temples
or palaces, and for the long lines of massive walls that constituted its defences. Even the name has died out of
men's minds and memories, and the remains that mark its site are known only as the ruins lying near the little
village of Hampe.
Its rulers, however, in their day swayed the destinies of an empire far larger than Austria, and the city is
declared by a succession of European visitors in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to have been marvellous
for size and prosperity −− a city with which for richness and magnificence no known western capital could
compare. Its importance is shown by the fact that almost all the struggles of the Portuguese on the western
coast were carried on for the purpose of securing its maritime trade; and that when the empire fell in 1565,
the prosperity of Portuguese Goa fell with it never to rise again.
Our very scanty knowledge of the events that succeeded one another in the large area dominated by the kings
of Vijayanagar has been hitherto derived partly from the scattered remarks of European travellers and the
desultory references in their writings to the politics of the inhabitants of India; partly from the summaries
compiled by careful mediaeval historians such as Barros, Couto, and Correa, who, though to a certain degree
interested in the general condition of the country, yet confined themselves mostly to recording the deeds of
the European colonisers for the enlightenment of their European readers; partly from the chronicles of a few
Muhammadan writers of the period, who often wrote in fear of the displeasure of their own lords; and partly
from Hindu inscriptions recording grants of lands to temples and religious institutions, which documents,
when viewed as state papers, seldom yield us more than a few names and dates. The two chronicles, however,
translated and printed at the end of this volume, will be seen to throw a flood of light upon the condition of
A Forgotten Empire
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the city of Vijayanagar early in the sixteenth century, and upon the history of its successive dynasties; and for
the rest I have attempted, as an introduction to these chronicles, to collect all available materials from the
different authorities alluded to and to weld them into a consecutive whole, so as to form a foundation upon
which may hereafter be constructed a regular history of the Vijayanagar empire. The result will perhaps seem
disjointed, crude, and uninteresting; but let it be remembered that it is only a first attempt. I have little doubt
that before very long the whole history of Southern India will be compiled by some writer gifted with the
power of "making the dry bones live;" but meanwhile the bones themselves must be collected and pieced
together, and my duty has been to try and construct at least the main portions of the skeleton.
Before proceeding to details we must shortly glance at the political condition of India in the first half of the
fourteenth century, remembering that up to that time the Peninsula had been held by a number of distinct
Hindu kingdoms, those of the Pandiyans at Madura and of the Cholas at Tanjore being the most important.
The year 1001 A.D. saw the first inroad into India of the Muhammadans from over the north−west border,
under their great leader Mahmud of Ghazni. He invaded first the plains of the Panjab, then Multan, and
afterwards other places. Year after year he pressed forward and again retired. In 1021 he was at Kalinga; in
1023 in Kathiawar; but in no case did he make good his foothold on the country. His expeditions were raids
and nothing more. Other invasions, however, followed in quick succession, and after the lapse of two
centuries the Muhammadans were firmly and permanently established at Delhi. War followed war, and from
that period Northern India knew no rest. At the end of the thirteenth century the Muhammadans began to
press southwards into the Dakhan. In 1293 Ala−ud−din Khilji, nephew of the king of Delhi, captured
Devagiri. Four years later Gujarat was attacked. In 1303 the reduction of Warangal was attempted. In 1306
there was a fresh expedition to Devagiri. In 1309 Malik Kafur, the celebrated general, with an immense force
swept into the Dakhan and captured Warangal. The old capital of the Hoysala Ballalas at Dvarasamudra was
taken in 1310, and Malik Kafur went to the Malabar coast where he erected a mosque, and afterwards
returned to his master with enormous booty.[6] Fresh fighting took place in 1312. Six years later Mubarak of
Delhi marched to Devagiri and inhumanly flayed alive its unfortunate prince, Haripala Deva, setting up his
head at the gate of his own city. In 1323 Warangal fell.
Thus the period at which our history opens, about the year 1330, found the whole of Northern India down to
the Vindhya mountains firmly under Moslem rule, while the followers of that faith had overrun the Dakhan
and were threatening the south with the same fate. South of the Krishna the whole country was still under
Hindu domination, but the supremacy of the old dynasties was shaken to its base by the rapidly advancing
terror from the north. With the accession in 1325 of Muhammad Taghlaq of Delhi things became worse still.
Marvellous stories of his extraordinary proceedings circulated amongst the inhabitants of the Peninsula, and
there seemed to be no bound to his intolerance, ambition, and ferocity.
Everything, therefore, seemed to be leading up to but one inevitable end −− the ruin and devastation of the
Hindu provinces; the annihilation of their old royal houses, the destruction of their religion, their temples,
their cities. All that the dwellers in the south held most dear seemed tottering to its fall.
Suddenly, about the year 1344 A.D., there was a check to this wave of foreign invasion −− a stop −− a halt
−− then a solid wall of opposition; and for 250 years Southern India was saved.
The check was caused by a combination of small Hindu states −− two of them already defeated, Warangal
and Dvarasamudra −− defeated, and therefore in all probability not over−confident; the third, the tiny
principality of Anegundi. The solid wall consisted of Anegundi grown into the great empire of the
Vijayanagar. To the kings of this house all the nations of the south submitted.
If a straight line be drawn on the map of India from Bombay to Madras, about half−way across will be found
the River Tungabhadra, which, itself a combination of two streams running northwards from Maisur, flows in
A Forgotten Empire
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a wide circuit north and east to join the Krishna not far from Kurnool. In the middle of its course the
Tungabhadra cuts through a wild rocky country lying about forty miles north−west of Bellary, and north of
the railway line which runs from that place to Dharwar. At this point, on the north bank of the river, there
existed about the year 1330 a fortified town called Anegundi, the "Nagundym" of our chronicles, which was
the residence of a family of chiefs owning a small state in the neighbourhood. They had, in former years,
taken advantage of the lofty hills of granite which cover that tract to construct a strong citadel having its base
on the stream. Fordable at no point within many miles the river was full of running water at all seasons of the
year, and in flood times formed in its confined bed a turbulent rushing torrent with dangerous falls in several
places. Of the Anegundi chiefs we know little, but they were probably feudatories of the Hoysala Ballalas.
Firishtah declares that they had existed as a ruling family for seven hundred years prior to the year 1350
A.D.[7]
The chronicle of Nuniz gives a definite account of how the sovereigns of Vijayanagar first began to acquire
the power which afterwards became so extensive. This account may or may not be accurate in all details, but
it at least tallies fairly with the epigraphical and other records of the time. According to him, Muhammad
Taghlaq of Delhi, having reduced Gujarat, marched southwards through the Dakhan Balaghat, or high lands
above the western ghats, and a little previous to the year 1336[8] seized the town and fortress of Anegundi.
Its chief was slain, with all the members of his family. After a futile attempt to govern this territory by means
of a deputy, Muhammad raised to the dignity of chief of the state its late minister, a man whom Nuniz calls
"Deorao," for "Deva Raya." or Harihara Deva I. The new chief founded the city of Vijayanagar on the south
bank of the river opposite Anegundi and made his residence there, with the aid of the great religious teacher
Madhava, wisely holding that to place the river between him and the ever−marauding Moslems was to
establish himself and his people in a condition of greater security than before. He was succeeded by "one
called Bucarao" (Bukka), who reigned thirty−seven years, and the next king was the latter's son, "Pureoyre
Deo" (Harihara Deva II.).
We know from other sources that part at least of this story is correct. Harihara I. and Bukka were the first two
kings and were brothers, while the third king, Harihara II., was certainly the son of Bukka.
The success of the early kings was phenomenal. Ibn Batuta, who was in India from 1333 to 1342, states that
even in his day a Muhammadan chief on the western coast was subject to Harihara I., whom he calls "Haraib"
or "Harib," from "Hariyappa" another form of the king's name; while a hundred years later Abdur Razzak,
envoy from Persia, tells us that the king of Vijayanagar was then lord of all Southern India, from sea to sea
and from the Dakhan to Cape Comorin −− "from the frontier of Serendib (Ceylon) to the extremities of the
country of Kalbergah ... His troops amount in number to eleven lak," I.E. 1,100,000. Even so early as 1378
A.D., according to Firishtah,[9] the Raya of Vijayanagar was "in power, wealth, and extent of country"
greatly the superior of the Bahmani king of the Dakhan.
The old southern states appear (we have little history to guide us) to have in general submitted peaceably to
the rule of the new monarchy. They were perhaps glad to submit if only the dreaded foreigners could be kept
out of the country. And thus by leaps and bounds the petty state grew to be a kingdom, and the kingdom
expanded till it became an empire. Civil war and rebellion amongst the Muhammadans helped Harihara and
Bukka in their enterprise. Sick of the tyranny and excesses of Muhammad Taghlaq, the Dakhan revolted in
1347, and the independent kingdom of the Bahmanis was for a time firmly established.
The chronicle of Nuniz opens with the following sentence: −−
"In the year twelve hundred and thirty these parts of India were ruled by a greater monarch than had ever
reigned. This was the king of Dili,[10] who by force of arms and soldiers made war on Cambaya for many
years, taking and destroying in that period the land of Guzarate which belongs to Cambaya,[11] and in the
end he became its lord."
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After this the king of Delhi advanced against Vijayanagar by way of the Balaghat.
This date is a century too early, as already pointed out. The sovereign referred to is stated in the following
note (entered by Nuniz at the end of Chapter xx., which closes the historical portion of his narrative) to have
been called "Togao Mamede."
"This king of Delhi they say was a Moor, who was called Togao Mamede. He is held among the Hindus as a
saint. They relate that once while he was offering prayer to God, there came to him four arms with four
hands; and that every time he prayed roses fell to him from out of heaven. He was a great conqueror, he held
a large part of this earth under his dominion, he subdued ... (blank in original) kings, and slew them, and
flayed them, and brought their skins with him; so that besides his own name, he received the nickname ...
which means 'lord of ... skins of kings;' he was chief of many people.
"There is a story telling how he fell into a passion on account of (BEING GIVEN?) eighteen letters (OF THE
ALPHABET TO HIS NAME?), when according to his own reckoning he was entitled to twenty−four.[12]
There are tales of him which do indeed seem most marvellous of the things that he did; as, for instance, how
he made ready an army because one day in the morning, while standing dressing at a window which was
closed, a ray of the sun came into his eyes, and he cried out that he would not rest until he had killed or
vanquished whomsoever had dared to enter his apartments while he was dressing. All his nobles could not
dissuade him from his purpose, even though they told him it was the sun that had done it, a thing without
which they could not live, that it was a celestial thing and was located in the sky, and that he could never do
any harm to it. With all this he made his forces ready, saying that he must go in search of his enemy, and as
he was going along with large forces raised in the country through which he began his march so much dust
arose that it obscured the sun. When he lost sight of it he made fresh inquiries as to what the thing was, and
the captains told him that there was now no reason for him to wait, and that he might return home since he
had put to flight him whom he had come to seek. Content with this, the king returned by the road that he had
taken in his search for the sun, saying that since his enemy had fled he was satisfied.
"Other extravagances are told of him which make him out a great lord, as, for instance, that being in the
Charamaodel country he was told that certain leagues distant in the sea there was a very great island, and its
land was gold, and the stones of its houses and those which were produced in the ground were rubies and
diamonds: in which island there was a pagoda, whither came the angels from heaven to play music and
dance. Being covetous of being the lord of this land, he determined to go there, but not in ships because he
had not enough for so many people, so he began to cart a great quantity of stones and earth and to throw it
into the sea in order to fill it up, so that he might reach the island; and putting this in hand with great labour
he did so much that he crossed over to the island of Ceyllao, which is twelve or fifteen leagues off[13], This
causeway that he made was, it is said, in course of time eaten away by the sea, and its remains now cause the
shoals of Chillao. Melliquiniby,[14] his captain−general, seeing how much labour was being spent in a thing
so impossible, made ready two ships in a port of Charamaodell which he loaded with much gold and precious
stones, and forged some despatches as of an embassy sent in the name of the king of the island, in which he
professed his obedience and sent presents; and after this the king did not proceed any further with his
causeway.
"In memory of this work he made a very large pagoda, which is still there; it is a great place of pilgrimage.
"There are two thousand of these and similar stories with which I hope at some time to trouble your honour;
and with other better ones, if God gives me life. I kiss your honour's hand."[15]
To conclusively establish the fact that this account can only refer to Muhammad Taghlaq of Delhi, who
reigned from 1325 to 1351, it is necessary that we should look into the known character of that monarch and
the events of his reign.
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Nuniz states that his "Togao Mamede" conquered Gujarat, was at war with Bengal, and had trouble with the
Turkomans on the borders of Sheik Ismail, I.E. Persia.[16] To take these in reverse order. Early in the reign
of Muhammad Taghlaq vast hordes of Moghuls invaded the Panjab and advanced almost unopposed to Delhi,
where the king bought them off by payment of immense sums of money. Next as to Bengal. Prior to his reign
that province had been subdued, had given trouble, and had again been reduced. In his reign it was crushed
under the iron hand of a viceroy from Delhi, Ghiyas−ud−din Bahadur "Bura," who before long attempted to
render himself independent. He styled himself Bahadur Shah, and issued his own coinage. In 1327 (A.H. 728)
the legends on his coins acknowledge the overlordship of Delhi, but two years later they describe him as
independent king of Bengal.[17] In 1333 Muhammad issued his own coinage for Bengal and proceeded
against the rebel. He defeated him, captured him, flayed him alive, and causing his skin to be stuffed with
straw ordered it to be paraded through the provinces of the empire as a warning to ambitious governors. With
reference to Gujarat, Nuniz has been led into a slight error. Muhammad Taghlaq certainly did go there, but
only in 1347. What he did do was to conquer the Dakhan. Firishtah mentions among his conquests
Dvarasamudra, Malabar, Anegundi (under the name "Kampila," for a reason that will presently be explained),
Warangal, and these places "were as effectually incorporated with his empire as the villages in the vicinity of
Delhi."[18] He also held Gujarat firmly. If, therefore, we venture to correct Nuniz in this respect, and say that
"Togao Mamede" made war on the "Dakhan" instead of on "Gujarat," and then advanced against Anegundi
(wrongly called "Vijayanagar," which place was not as yet founded) we shall probably be not far from the
truth. The history of "Togao Mamede" so far is the history of Muhammad Taghlaq.
Then as to the extraordinary stories told of him. True or not, they apply to that sovereign. Muhammad is
described by contemporary writers as having been one of the wonders of the age. He was very liberal,
especially to those learned in the arts. He established hospitals for the sick and alm−houses for widows and
orphans. He was the most eloquent and accomplished prince of his time. He was skilled in many sciences,
such as physic, logic, astronomy, and mathematics. He studied the philosophies and metaphysics of Greece,
and was very strict in religious observances.
"But," continues Firishtah, from whom the above summary is taken, "with all these admirable qualities he
was wholly devoid of mercy or consideration for his people. The punishments he inflicted were not only rigid
and cruel, but frequently unjust. So little did he hesitate to spill the blood of God's creatures that when
anything occurred which excited him to proceed to that horrid extremity, one might have supposed his object
was to exterminate the human species altogether. No single week passed without his having put to death one
or more of the learned and holy men who surrounded him, or some of the secretaries who attended him."
The slightest opposition to his will drove him into almost insane fury, and in these fits he allowed his natural
ferocity full play. His whole life was spent in visionary schemes pursued by means equally irrational. He
began by distributing enormous sums of money amongst his nobles, spending, so it is said, in one day as
much as [pound sterling]500,000. He bought off the invading Moghuls by immense payments instead of
repelling them by force of arms. Shortly after this he raised a huge army for the conquest of Persia, his
cavalry, according to Firishtah, numbering 370,000 men. But nothing came of it except that the troops, not
receiving their pay, dispersed and pillaged the country. Then he decided to try and conquer China and sent
100,000 men into the Himalayas, where almost all of them miserably perished; and when the survivors
returned in despair the king put them all to death. He tried to introduce a depreciated currency into his
territories as a means to wealth, issuing copper tokens for gold, which resulted in entire loss of credit and a
standstill of trade. This failing to fill the treasury he next destroyed agriculture by intolerable exactions; the
husbandmen abandoned their fields and took to robbery as a trade, and whole tracts became depopulated, the
survivors living in the utmost starvation and misery and being despoiled of all that they possessed.
Muhammad exterminated whole tribes as if they had been vermin. Incensed at the refusal of the inhabitants
of a certain harassed tract to pay the inordinate demands of his subordinates, he ordered out his army as if for
a hunt, surrounded an extensive tract of country, closed the circle towards the centre, and slaughtered every
living soul found therein. This amusement was repeated more than once, and on a subsequent occasion he
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ordered a general massacre of all the inhabitants of the old Hindu city of Kanauj.[19] These horrors led of
course to famine, and the miseries of the Hindus exceeded all power of description. On his return from
Devagiri on one occasion he caused a tooth which he had lost to be interred in a magnificent stone
mausoleum, which is still in existence at Bhir.
But perhaps the best known of his inhuman eccentricities was his treatment of the inhabitants of the great city
of Delhi. Muhammad determined to transfer his capital thence to Devagiri, whose name he changed to
Doulatabad. The two places are six hundred miles apart. The king gave a general order to every inhabitant of
Delhi to proceed forthwith to Devagiri, and prior to the issue of this order he had the entire road lined with
full−grown trees, transplanted for the purpose. The unfortunate people were compelled to obey, and
thousands −− including women, children, and aged persons −− died by the way. Ibn Batuta, who was an
eye−witness of the scenes of horror to which this gave rise, has left us the following description: −−
"The Sultan ordered all the inhabitants to quit the place (Delhi), and upon some delay being evinced he made
a proclamation stating that what person soever, being an inhabitant of that city, should be found in any of its
houses or streets should receive condign punishment. Upon this they all went out; but his servants finding a
blind man in one of the houses and a bedridden one in the other, the Emperor commanded the bedridden man
to be projected from a balista, and the blind one to be dragged by his feet to Daulatabad, which is at the
distance of ten days, and he was so dragged; but his limbs dropping off by the way, only one of his legs was
brought to the place intended, and was then thrown into it; for the order had been that they should go to this
place. When I entered Delhi it was almost a desert."[20]
It is characteristic of Muhammad's whimsical despotism that shortly afterwards he ordered the inhabitants of
different districts to go and repeople Delhi, which they attempted to do, but with little success. Batuta relates
that during the interval of desolation the king mounted on the roof of his palace, and seeing the city empty
and without fire or smoke said, "Now my heart is satisfied and my feelings are appeased."
Ibn Batuta was a member of this king's court, and had every opportunity of forming a just conclusion. He
sums up his qualities thus: −−
"Muhammad more than all men loves to bestow gifts and to shed blood. At his gate one sees always some
fakir who has become rich, or some living being who is put to death. His traits of generosity and valour, and
his examples of cruelty and violence towards criminals, have obtained celebrity among the people. But apart
from this he is the most humble of men and the one who displays the most equity; the ceremonies of religion
are observed at his court; he is very severe in all that concerns prayer and the punishment that follows
omission of it ... his dominating quality is generosity.... It rarely happened that the corpse of some one who
had been killed was not to be seen at the gate of his palace. I have often seen men killed and their bodies left
there. One day I went to his palace and my horse shied. I looked before me and I saw a white heap on the
ground, and when I asked what it was one of my companions said it was the trunk of a man cut into three
pieces.... Every day hundreds of individuals were brought chained into his hall of audience, their hands tied to
their necks and their feet bound together. Some were killed, and others were tortured or well beaten."[21]
A man of these seemingly opposite qualities, charity, generosity, and religious fervour linked to unbridled
lust for blood and an apparently overmastering desire to take life, possesses a character so bizarre, so totally
opposed to Hindu ideals, that he would almost of necessity be accounted as something superhuman,
monstrous, a saint with the heart of a devil, or a fiend with the soul of a saint. Hence Muhammad in the
course of years gathered round his memory, centuries after his death, all the quaint tales and curious legends
which an Oriental imagination could devise; and whenever his name is mentioned by the old chroniclers it is
always with some extraordinary story attached to it.
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Nuniz, therefore, though accurate in the main, was a century too early in his opening sentence. His "Togao
Mamede" can be none other than Muhammad Taghlaq.
Henceforward this will be assumed.[22]

CHAPTER 2. Origin of the Empire (A.D. 1316)
Muhammad's capture of Kampli and Anegundi −− Death of his nephew Baha−ud−din −− Malik Naib made
governor of Anegundi −− Disturbances −− Harihara Deva Raya raised to be king of Anegundi −−
Madhavacharya Vidyaranya −− The city of Vijayanagar founded −− Legends as to the origin of the new
kingdom.
The city of Vijayanagar is, as already stated, generally supposed to have been founded in the year 1336, and
that that date is not far from the truth may be gathered from two facts. Firstly, there is extant an inscription of
the earliest real king, Harihara I. or Hariyappa, the "Haraib" of Ibn Batuta,[23] dated in A.D. 1340. Secondly,
the account given by that writer of a raid southwards by Muhammad Taghlaq tallies at almost all points with
the story given at the beginning of the Chronicle of Nuniz, and this raid took place in 1334.[24]
For if a comparison is made between the narrative of Batuta and the traditional account given by Nuniz as to
the events that preceded and led to the foundation of Vijayanagar, little doubt will remain in the mind that
both relate to the same event. According to Ibn Batuta,[25] Sultan Muhammad marched southwards against
his rebel nephew, Baha−ud−din Gushtasp, who had fled to the protection of the "Rai of Kambila," or
"Kampila" as Firishtah calls the place, in his stronghold amongst the mountains. The title "Rai" unmistakably
points to the Kanarese country, where the form "Raya" is used for "Rajah;" while in "Kambila" or "Kampila"
we recognise the old town of Kampli, a fortified place about eight miles east of Anegundi, which was the
citadel of the predecessors of the kings of Vijayanagar. Though not itself actually "amongst the mountains,"
Kampli is backed by the mass of rocky hills in the centre of which the great city was afterwards situated. It is
highly natural to suppose that the "Rai," when attacked by the Sultan, would have quitted Kampli and taken
refuge in the fortified heights of Anegundi, where he could defend himself with far greater chance of success
than at the former place; and this would account for the difference in the names given by the two chroniclers.
Ibn Batuta goes on to say that the Raya sent his guest safely away to a neighbouring chief, probably the
Hoysala Ballala, king of Dvarasamudra in Maisur, then residing at Tanur. He caused a huge fire to be lit on
which his wives and the wives of his nobles, ministers, and principal men immolated themselves, and this
done he sallied forth with his followers to meet the invaders, and was slain. The town was taken, "and eleven
sons of the Rai were made prisoners and carried to the Sultan, who made them all Mussalmans." After the fall
of the place the Sultan "treated the king's sons with great honour, as much for their illustrious birth as for his
admiration of the conduct of their father;" and Batuta adds that he himself became intimately acquainted with
one of these −− "we were companions and friends."
There are only two substantial points of difference between this story and the traditional Hindu account given
by Nuniz. One of these concerns the reason for the Sultan's attack. According to the Hindus it was a war
undertaken from pure greed of conquest; according to Muhammadan story it was a campaign against a rebel.
The second is that while the Hindus declare that none of the blood royal escaped, Batuta distinctly mentions
the survival of eleven sons, and proves his point incontestably. But this does not vitiate the general
resemblance of the two accounts, while the synchronism of the dates renders it impossible to believe that they
can refer to two separate events. We may suppose that since the eleven sons became followers of Islam they
were for ever blotted out of account to the orthodox Hindu.
After the capture of the fortress the Sultan, according to Ibn Batuta, pursued Baha−ud−din southwards and
arrived near the city of the prince with whom he had taken refuge. The chief abandoned his guest to the
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tender mercies of the tyrant, by whom he was condemned to a death of fiendish barbarity.
"The Sultan ordered the prisoner to be taken to the women his relations, and these insulted him and spat upon
him. Then he ordered him to be skinned alive, and as his skin was torn off his flesh was cooked with rice.
Some was sent to his children and his wife, and the remainder was put into a great dish and given to the
elephants to eat, but they would not touch it. The Sultan ordered his skin to be stuffed with straw, to be
placed along with the remains of Bahadur Bura,[26] and to be exhibited through the country."
To continue briefly the story given by Nuniz. After the capture of Anegundi in 1334 the Sultan left Malik
Naib (whom Nuniz calls "Enybiquymelly" in his second chapter, and "Mileque neby," "Meliquy niby," and
"Melinebiquy" in the third) as his local governor, and retired northwards. The country rose against the
usurpers, and after a time the Sultan restored the principality to the Hindus, but made a new departure by
raising to be Raya the former chief minister Deva Raya, called "Deorao" or "Dehorao" by Nuniz. He reigned
seven years. During his reign this chief was one day hunting amongst the mountains south of the river when a
hare, instead of fleeing from his dogs, flew at them and bit them.[27] The king, astonished at this marvel, was
returning homewards lost in meditation, when he met on the river−bank the sage Madhavacharya, surnamed
VIDYARANYA or "Forest of Learning," −− for so we learn from other sources to name the anchorite
alluded to −− who advised the chief to found a city on the spot. "And so the king did, and on that very day
began work on his houses, and he enclosed the city round about; and that done, he left Nagumdym, and soon
filled the new city with people. And he gave it the name VYDIAJUNA, for so the hermit called himself who
had bidden him construct it."[28]
Thus, in or about the year A.D. 1336, sprung into existence the great city which afterwards became so
magnificent and of such wide−spread fame.
The chronicle continues by saying that the king constructed in the city of Vijayanagar a magnificent temple in
honour of the sage. This temple I take to be the great temple near the river, still in use and known as the
temple of Hampi or Hampe, having a small village clustering about it. On the rocks above it, close to a group
of more modern Jain temples, is to be seen a small shrine built entirely, roof as well as walls, of stone.
Everything about this little relic proves it to be of greater antiquity than any other structure in the whole
circuit of the hills, but its exact age is doubtful. It looks like a building of the seventh century A.D. Mr. Rea,
superintendent of the Madras Archaeological Survey, in an article published in the MADRAS CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE MAGAZINE for December 1886, points out that the fact of mortar having been used in its
construction throws a doubt upon its being as old as its type of architecture would otherwise make it appear.
It is quite possible, however, that the shrine may have been used by a succession of recluses, the last of whom
was the great teacher Madhava. If we stand on that rock and imagine all the great ruins of the city visible
from thence, the palaces and temples, the statues and towers and walls, to be swept out of existence, we have
around us nothing but Nature in one of her wildest moods −− lofty hills near and far, formed almost entirely
of huge tumbled boulders of granite, but with trees and grass on all the low ground. It was a lonely spot,
separated by the river from the mere inhabited country on the farther side, where dwelt the chiefs of
Anegundi, and was just such as would have been chosen for their abode by the ascetics of former days, who
loved to dwell in solitude and isolation amid scenes of grandeur and beauty.
We shall, however, in all probability never know whether this hermit, whose actual existence at the time is
attested by every tradition regarding the origin of Vijayanagar, was really the great Madhava or another less
celebrated sage, on whom by a confusion of ideas his name has been foisted. Some say that Madhavacharya
lived entirely at Sringeri.
There are a number of other traditions relating to the birth of the city and empire of Vijayanagar.
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One has it that two brothers named Bukka and Harihara, who had been in the service of the king of Warangal
at the time of the destruction of that kingdom by the Muhammadans in 1323, escaped with a small body of
horse to the hill country about Anegundi, being accompanied in their flight by the Brahman Madhava or
Madhavacharya Vidyaranya, and by some means not stated became lords of that tract, afterwards founding
the city of Vijayanagar.[29]
Another states that the two brothers were officers in the service of the Muhammadan governor of Warangal
subsequent to its first capture in 1309. They were despatched against the Hoysala Ballala sovereign in the
expedition under the command of Malik Kafur in 1310, which resulted in the capture of the Hindu capital,
Dvarasamudra; but the portion of the force to which the brothers belonged suffered a defeat, and they fled to
the mountainous tract near Anegundi. Here they met the holy Madhava, who was living the life of a recluse,
and by his aid they established the kingdom and capital city.
A variant of this relates that the two brothers for some reason fled direct from Warangal to Anegundi. This
account redounds more to their honour as Hindus. Though compelled first to accept service under their
conquerors, their patriotism triumphed in the end, and they abandoned the flesh pots of Egypt to throw in
their luck with their co−religionists.
A fourth story avers that the hermit Madhava himself founded the city after the discovery of a hidden
treasure, ruled over it himself, and left it after his death to a Kuruba family who established the first regular
dynasty.
A fifth, mentioned by Couto,[30] who fixes the date as 1220, states that while Madhava was living his ascetic
life amongst the mountains he was supported by meals brought to him by a poor shepherd called Bukka, "and
one day the Brahman said to him, 'Thou shalt be king and emperor of all Industan.' The other shepherds
learned this, and began to treat this shepherd with veneration and made him their head; and he acquired the
name of 'king,' and began to conquer his neighbours, who were five in number, viz., Canara, Taligas,
Canguivarao, Negapatao, and he of the Badagas, and he at last became lord of all and called himself Boca
Rao." He was attacked by the king of Delhi, but the latter was defeated and retired, whereupon Bukka
established a city "and called it Visaja Nagar, which we corruptly call Bisnaga; and we call all the kingdom
by that name, but the natives amongst themselves always call it the 'kingdom of Canara.' " Couto's narrative
seems to be a mixture of several stories. His wrong date points to his having partly depended upon the
original chronicle of Nuniz, or the summary of it published by Barros; while the rest of the tale savours more
of Hindu romance than of historical accuracy. He retains, however, the tradition of an attack by the king of
Delhi and the latter's subsequent retirement.
Another authority suggests that Bukka and Harihara may have been feudatories of the Hoysala Ballalas.
Nikitin, the Russian traveller, who was in India in 1474, seems to favour the view that they belonged to the
old royal house of the Kadambas of Banavasi, since he speaks of "the Hindoo Sultan Kadam," who resided at
"Bichenegher."[31]
Here we have a whole bundle of tales and traditions to account for the origin of the great kingdom, and can
take our choice. There are many others also. Perhaps the most reasonable account would be one culled from
the general drift of the Hindu legends combined with the certainties of historical fact; and from this point of
view we may for the present suppose that two brothers, Hindus of the Kuruba caste, who were men of strong
religious feeling, serving in the treasury of the king of Warangal, fled from that place on its sack and
destruction in 1323 and took service under the petty Rajah of Anegundi. Both they and their chiefs were filled
with horror and disgust at the conduct of the marauding Moslems, and pledged themselves to the cause of
their country and their religion. The brothers rose to be minister and treasurer respectively at Anegundi. In
1334 the chief gave shelter to Baha−ud−din, nephew of Muhammad of Delhi, and was attacked by the Sultan.
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Anegundi fell, as narrated by Batuta, and the Sultan retired, leaving Mallik as his deputy to rule the state.
Mallik found the people too strong for him, and eventually the Sultan restored the country to the Hindus,
raising to be rajah and minister respectively the two brothers who had formerly been minister and treasurer.
These were Harihara I. ("Hukka") and Bukka I.
The First Vijayanagar Dynasty
[The following shows the pedigree of this dynasty as given in the EPIGRAPHIA INDICA (iii. p. 36).
Inscriptions not yet satisfactorily examined will probably add to the information given.]

CHAPTER 3. The First Kings (A.D. 1336 to 1379)
Rapid acquisition of territory −− Reign of Harihara I. −− Check to Muhammadan aggression −− Reign of
Bukka I. −− Kampa and Sangama? −− The Bahmani kingdom established, 1347 −− Death of Nagadeva of
Warangal −− Vijayanagar's first great war −− Massacres by Muhammad Bahmani −− Battle at Adoni, 1366
−− Flight of Bukka −− Mujahid's war, 1375 −− He visits the Malabar coast −− Siege of Vijayanagar −−
Extension of territory −− Death of Mujahid, 1378.
The city of Vijayanagar, thus founded about the year 1335, speedily grew in importance and became the
refuge of the outcasts, refugees, and fighting men of the Hindus, beaten and driven out of their old
strongholds by the advancing Muhammadans.
The first rulers of Vijayanagar, however, did not dare to call themselves kings, nor did even the Brahmans do
so who composed the text of their early inscriptions. It is for this reason that I have spoken of Harihara I. and
Bukka I. as "Chiefs." The inscription referred to of Harihara in 1340 calls him "Hariyappa VODEYA," the
former name being less honourable than "Harihara," and the latter definitely entitling him to rank only as a
chieftain. Moreover, the Sanskrit title given him is MAHAMANDALESVARA, which may be translated
"great lord" −− not king. And the same is the case with his successor, Bukka, in two inscriptions,[32] one of
which is dated in 1353. Already in 1340 Harihara is said to have been possessed of very large territories, and
he was the acknowledged overlord of villages as far north as the Kaladgi district, north of the Malprabha, a
country that had been overrun by Muhammad Taghlaq. That this was not a mere empty boast is shown by the
fact that a fort was built in that year at Badami by permission of Harihara.
And thus we see the first chief of Vijayanagar quietly, and perhaps peacefully, acquiring great influence and
extensive possessions. These so rapidly increased that Bukka's successor, Harihara II., styles himself
RAJADHIRAJA, "king of kings," or emperor.
But to revert to the first king Harihara, or, as Nuniz calls him, "Dehorao," for DEVA RAYA. He reigned,
according to our chronicle, seven years, "and did nothing therein but pacify the kingdom, which he left in
complete tranquillity." His death, if this be so, would have taken place about the year 1343. Nuniz relates that
he founded a temple in honour of the Brahman hermit, his protector. This was the great temple at Hampe
close to the river, which is still in full preservation and is the only one among the massive shrines erected at
the capital in which worship is still carried on; the others were remorselessly wrecked and destroyed by the
Muhammadans in 1565. As already stated, the traveller Ibn Batuta refers to this king under the name of
"Haraib" or "Harib" in or about the year 1342. If the traditions collated by Nuniz, according to which
Harihara I. lived at peace during the seven years of his reign, be true, his death must have occurred before
1344, because in that year, as we learn from other sources, Krishna, son of Pratapa Rudra of Warangal, took
refuge at Vijayanagar, and, in concert with its king and with the surviving Ballala princes of Dvarasamudra,
drove back the Muhammadans, rescued for a time part of the Southern Dakhan country, and prepared the way
for the overthrow of the sovereignty of Delhi south of the Vindhyas. I take it, therefore, that Harihara died in
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or about the year A.D. 1343.
As to his having reigned quietly, I know of only one statement to the contrary. An inscription of Samgama II.
recording a grant in 1356, and referred to below, states that Harihara I. "defeated the Sultan;" but perhaps this
only alludes to the fact that Muhammad Taghlaq had to abandon his hold on the country.
The next king was Harihara's brother, Bukka I. ("Bucarao"), and according to Nuniz he reigned thirty−seven
years, conquering in that time all the kingdoms of the south, even including Orissa (Orya). Without laying too
much stress on conquests by force of arms, it seems certain that most if not all Southern India submitted to
his rule, probably only too anxious to secure a continuance of Hindu domination in preference to the
despotism of the hated followers of Islam.[33] According to the chronicle, therefore, the death of Bukka I., as
we must call him, took place about the year A.D. 1380. As to inscriptions of his reign, Dr. Hultzsch[34]
mentions that they cover the period from about 1354 to 1371, while the first inscription of his successor,
Harihara II., is dated in 1379.[35] If, then, we assume that Bukka I. reigned till 1379, we find the chronicle so
far accurate that Bukka I. did in fact reign thirty−six years, though not thirty−seven −− A.D. 1343 to 1379.
But meanwhile we have another story from an inscription on copper−plates which is to be seen preserved in
the Collector's office at Nellore.[36] It has been carefully edited by Mr. H. Krishna Sastri. According to this it
would appear that Bukka I., who undoubtedly was a man of war, usurped the throne. It asserts that the father
of Harihara I., who was named Samgama, had five sons. The eldest was Harihara himself, the second Kampa,
and the third Bukka. We want to know who succeeded Harihara. There is extant an inscription of Bukka
dated in 1354, and there is this Nellore inscription dated in 1356. The latter comes from a far−off country
near the eastern coast, and it relates that Kampa succeeded Harihara, and that Samgama II., son of Kampa,
succeeded his father, and granted a village in the Nellore district to the Brahmans on a date which
corresponds to May 3, A.D. 1356. It implies that Samgama had succeeded his father Kampa exactly a year
previous to the grant. Thus it claims that Kampa was king from 1343 to 1355. We know nothing more of this,
and there is only one other document at present known to exist which was executed in the reign either of
Kampa or of Samgama This is alluded to by Mr. Krishna Sastri, who refers us to the colophon of the
MADHAVIYA DHATUVRITTI, according to which its author, Sayanacharya, uterine brother of the great
Madhavacharya, was minister to king Samgama, son of Kampa. The only possible inference is that the
succession to Harihara was disputed, and that somehow Bukka got the upper hand and at least as early as
1354 declared himself king, afterwards claiming to have immediately succeeded Harihara. It will be seen
farther on that in almost every case the kingdom was racked with dissension on the demise of the sovereign,
and that year after year the members of the reigning family were subjected to violence and murder in order
that one or other of them might establish himself as head of the State.
On the assumption, therefore, that the reign of Bukka I. lasted from 1343 to 1379, we turn to Firishtah to
learn what were this king's relations with the followers of Islam, now supreme on the north of the Krishna.
Just after his accession, as it would appear, occurred the successful campaign alluded to above, in which a
combination of Hindus from different States drove back the invaders. Here is Firishtah's account of what took
place.[37] He is speaking of the year A.H. 744, which lasted from May 26, A.D. 1343, to May 15, 1344, and
he says that Krishna Naik, son of Rudra Deva of Warangal, went privately to Ballala Deva and urged him to
join a combination of Hindus with the view of driving out the Muhammadans from the Dakhan. The Ballala
prince consented, and Krishna Naik promised, when the preparations were complete, to raise all the Hindus
of Telingana and place himself at their head.
Ballala Deva then built the city of Vijayanagar,[38] raised an army, and the war began. Warangal, then in the
hands of the Muhammadans, was reduced, and its governor, Imad−ul−Mulkh, retreated to Daulatabad or
Devagiri. The two chiefs then induced other Rajahs of the Malabar and Kanara countries to join them, and the
joint forces seized the whole of the Dakhan and expelled the Muhammadans there, "so that within a few
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months Muhammad Taghlak had no possessions in that quarter except Daulatabad."
So far the Muhammadan historian. It is necessary to observe that this success of the Hindus was only
temporary, for their enemies still swarmed in the Dakhan, and immediately after this contest the Hindus
appear to have retired south of the Krishna, leaving the distracted country a prey to temporary anarchy. This,
however, was of short duration, for though the domination of the Sultan of Delhi in that tract was completely
destroyed, yet three years later, viz, on Friday the 24th Rabi−al−akhir A.H. 748, according to Firishtah, a date
which corresponds to Friday, August 3, A.D. 1347, Ala−ud−din Bahmani was crowned sovereign of the
Dakhan at Kulbarga, establishing a new dynasty which lasted for about 140 years.
A few years after this there was a successful invasion of the Carnatic country by Ala−ud−Din; but though the
army returned with some booty Firishtah does not claim for him a decisive victory. He does, however, claim
that the new Sultan extended his territory as far south as the river Tungabhadra, "the vicinity of the fortress of
Adoni." Ala−ud−din died at the age of sixty−seven on Sunday, February 2, A.D. 1358,[39] and was
succeeded by Muhammad Shah. The Raya of Vijayanagar had presented Ala−ud−din with a ruby of
inestimable price, and this, set in a bird of paradise composed of precious stones, the Sultan placed in the
canopy over his throne; but some say that this was done by Muhammad, and that the ruby was placed above
his umbrella of State.
Early in the reign of Muhammad it was discovered that the gold and silver coins of the Bahrami Sultans were
being melted down in large quantities by the Hindus of Vijayanagar and Warangal, and numbers of the
merchants were put to death. At the same time Bukka I., supported by his friend at Warangal, demanded the
restoration of certain territories,[40] and as the Sultan was not ready for war, he "during a year and a half kept
the ambassadors of the Raies at his court, and sent his own to Beejanugger to amuse his enemies." Finally he
resolved on war, and made extravagant counter−demands on the Hindus. Bukka joined forces with Warangal,
and Muhammad waged war on the latter state, plundering the country up to the capital, and retiring only on
receipt of a large indemnity. Firishtah does not relate that any further campaign was at that time initiated, and
we are therefore free to suppose that the Muhammadans were unable to press their advantage. Warangal was
not long left in peace, and it may be well to glance at its subsequent history before returning to the events of
the reign of Bukka at Vijayanagar.
After an interval, enraged at an insult offered or supposed to have been offered by the Rajah of Warangal,
Muhammad made a rapid advance to the former's city of "Vellunputtun," as it is spelt by Firishtah, or
"Filampatan," according to the author of the BURHAN−I−MAASIR. He seized it, slaughtered the inhabitants
without mercy, and captured the unfortunate prince Vinayaka Deva.[41] The Sultan "commanded a pile of
wood to be lighted before the citadel, and putting Nagdeo in an engine (catapult), had him shot from the walls
into the flames, in which he was consumed." After a few days' rest the Sultan retired, but was followed and
harassed by large bodies of Hindus and completely routed. Only 1500 men returned to Kulbarga, and the
Sultan himself received a severe wound in his arm.
This was followed by a joint embassy from Bukka of Vijayanagar and the prince of Warangal to the Sultan of
Delhi, in which they offered to act in conjunction with him should an army be sent southwards by that
monarch in order to regain his lost power in the Dakhan; "but Feroze Shah, being too much employed with
domestic commotions to assist them, did not attend to their representations." Thus encouraged, Muhammad
assembled fresh forces and despatched them in two divisions against Warangal and Golkonda. The expedition
was successful and the Rajah submitted, the Sultan receiving Golkonda, an immense treasure, and a
magnificent throne as the price of peace. The throne was set with precious stones of great value, and being
still further enriched by subsequent sovereigns was at one time valued at four millions sterling.[42] Warangal
finally fell in A.D. 1424, and was annexed to the Bahmani kingdom, thus bringing the Muhammadans down
to the River Krishna all along its length except in the neighbourhood of the east coast.
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Now for the principal events of Bukka's reign and the affairs of Vijayanagar. The story deepens in interest
from about the year 1365, and for two centuries we can follow the fortunes of the Hindu kingdom without
much difficulty.
Early in A.D. 1366[43] the Sultan opened his first regular campaign against Vijayanagar. Originating in an
after−dinner jest, it ended only after such slaughter that Firishtah computes the victims on the Hindu side
alone as numbering no less than half a million. The story is told us by an eye−witness, one Mullah Daud of
Bidar, who was seal−bearer to Sultan Muhammad.[44]
"One evening, when the spring of the garden of mirth had infused the cheek of Mahummud Shaw with the
rosy tinge of delight, a band of musicians sung two verses of Ameer Khoossroo in praise of kings, festivity,
and music. The Sultan was delighted beyond measure, and commanded Mallek Syef ad Dien Ghoree to give
the three hundred performers a draft for a gratuity on the treasury of the roy of Beejanuggur. The minister,
though he judged the order the effect of wine, in compliance with the humour of the Sultan wrote it, but did
not despatch it. However, Mahummud Shaw penetrated his thoughts. The next day he inquired if the draft
had been sent to the roy, and being answered, not, exclaimed, 'Think you a word without meaning could
escape my lips? I did not give the order in intoxication, but serious design.' Mallek Syef ad Dien upon this,
affixed the royal seal to the draft, and despatched it by express messenger to the roy of Beejanuggur. The roy,
haughty and proud of his independence, placed the presenter of the draft on an ass's back, and, parading him
through all the quarters of Beejanuggur, sent him back with every mark of contempt and derision. He also
gave immediate orders for assembling his troops, and prepared to attack the dominions of the house of
Bhamenee. With this intent he marched with thirty thousand horse, three thousand elephants, and one
hundred thousand foot to the vicinity of the fortress of Oodnee;[45] from whence he sent detachments to
destroy and lay waste the country of the faithful."
The Raya, in spite of the season being that of the rains, pressed forward to Mudkal, an important city in the
Raichur Doab, or the large triangle of country lying west of the junction of the Krishna and Tungabhadra
rivers, a territory which was ever a debatable ground between the Hindus and Mussulmans, and the scene of
constant warfare for the next 200 years. Mudkal was captured, and all the inhabitants, men, women, and
children, put to the sword. One man only escaped and carried the news to Kulbarga.
"Mahummud Shaw, on hearing it, was seized with a transport of grief and rage, in which he commanded the
unfortunate messenger to be instantly put to death; exclaiming that he could never bear in his presence a
wretch who could survive the sight of the slaughter of so many brave companions."
The same day −− I.E. on a day in A.H. 767, in the month of Jamad−ul−awwal, which lasted from January to
February 13, A.D. 1366 −− the Sultan marched southwards taking a solemn oath −−
"that till he should have put to death one hundred thousand infidels, as an expiation for the massacre of the
faithful, he would never sheathe the sword of holy war nor refrain from slaughter. When he reached the banks
of the Kistna, he swore by the power who had created and exalted him to dominion, that eating or sleep
should be unlawful for him till he had crossed that river in face of the enemy, by the blessing of heaven
routed their army, and gladdened the souls of the martyrs of Mudkul with the blood of their murderers. He
then appointed his son Mujahid Shaw to succeed him, and Mallek Syef ad Dien regent of his kingdom. He
resigned all his elephants, except twenty, to the prince, gave him his advice, and sent him back to Kulbarga.
He then crossed the river with nine thousand chosen horse without delay. The roy of Beejanuggur,
notwithstanding his vast army, was so alarmed[46] that he sent off all his treasure, valuable baggage, and
elephants towards his capital, intending to engage the next morning, or retreat, as he should find it adviseable.
The night being stormy and heavy rain falling, the elephants and other beasts of burden stuck frequently in
the mud,[47] and were not able to advance above four miles from the camp. Mahummud Shaw heard of the
enemy's movement during the night, and immediately marched towards them, leaving his encampment
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